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About This Game

Can you make it as a painter? Put your skills to the test and let your creativity flow inside this paint booth simulator. Featuring
realistic spray gun behavior that simulates a real world spraying pattern. Choose from multiple vehicles, including cars, concept
vehicles and a plane. You can choose from either a paint gun, airbrush, or aerosol spray type, with the simplified controls you
only require one controller. The side grip button will toggle your spray device, the trigger will spray, and and the touchpad will

teleport.

The realistic spraying patterns can be controlled similarly to a real paint gun using pressure sensitivity. The further the trigger is
pressed, the more paint will be applied. Brought to you by RefinishNetwork, the leaders in paint application.
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refinish network – paint boss vr

I don't normally write reviews, but at this stage the game is NOT playable under Rift. Community is dead have no clue what's
up. Game locks my HMD to the ground and controllers don't work.

updated: they removed Rift now Vive only, hope they will add Rift one day
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